CUSTOM ENGRAVING SERVICES

Jackson Towers PARKING

STEVEN ENGINEERING

EMERGENCY OFF

DANGER HIGH VOLTAGE

ATENÇÃO NÃO DEIXE O ACUMULALONGAR-SE O SUFICIENTEPATER NAS CHAPAS DOS
Legend Plates
Used for identifying the functions of pushbuttons, selector switches and indicators. We inventory plates from most manufacturers. Custom plates are also available.

INDUSTRIES

- Industrial OEMs and Machinery
- Maintenance
- Safety
- Distribution
- Transportation
- Government
- Manufacturing
- Retail
- Marine
- Utilities
- Entertainment
- Property Management
- Agriculture
- Medical
- Food and Beverage
- Construction
- Natural Resource Processing

Front Engraving
Front engraving is the most common engraving technique and is primarily used for: name plates, name tags, signage and plaques.

Metal Tags
Metal tags are ideal for harsh environments. Choose from several styles including: aluminum, brass and stainless steel.

Custom Engraving to Accommodate Any Need
From standard name plates to your original designs, Steven Engineering can help convey any message.

Foreign Languages
Special characters and symbols are available for most languages.
Reverse Engraving
The reverse engraved style is great for outdoor use (UV stable), dirty environments and clean rooms. The smooth front is easily cleaned and has no cavities for dust or contaminants to accumulate in. These engraved plates can also be filled with contrasting colors to highlight information.

Pushbutton and Indicator Caps
We offer a wide variety of pushbutton/indicator styles and manufacturers.

Distinctive Inlays
Important messages can be seen quickly and clearly.

Electrical Wall Plates
Switch and outlet plates can be engraved and filled for identification.

Custom Graphic Images
Thousands of standard icons are available. Your original artwork can also be downloaded to accommodate specific needs.

STANDARD COLORS
See our website for a complete listing of color choices and combinations.
 ENGRAVING QUOTE REQUEST FORM

Complete and fax toll-free to: 888-258-9200
or call 650-588-9200 for immediate assistance.
This information can also be submitted directly from our website:
www.StevenEngineering.com
For multiple projects, copy this page.

Name: ____________________________ Phone: (  ) _______ - _______
Company: __________________________ Fax: (  ) _______ - _______
Address: __________________________ Street ____________ City ____________ State ____________ Zip ____________
E-Mail: ____________________________

Quantity: __________________________

Material:  □ Plastic  □ Metal  □ Specify __________________________

Material Thickness:  □ 1/32”  □ 1/16”  □ 1/8”  □ Specify __________________________

Surface Finish:  □ Matte  □ Satin  □ Gloss  □ Textured  □ Brushed  □ Specify __________________________

Color (see previous page):  □ Number ________  □ Specify  □ Face: __________________________  □ Text: __________________________

Location:  □ Indoor  □ Outdoor (UV Stable)

Plate Size:  □ Width ________  X  Height ________  □ Diameter ________  □ Specify __________________________

Engraving Surface:  □ Front  □ Reverse

Edges:  □ Straight  □ Beveled (Typically for front engraved surfaces)

Corners:  □ Square  □ Round  □ Specify __________________________

Mounting:  □ Holes  □ Tape  □ None  □ Specify __________________________

Lines of Text:  □ 1  □ 2  □ 3  □ 4  □ Specify __________________________

Font Style:  □ STANDARD  □ Times  □ Helvetica  □ Script  □ Specify: __________________________

Font Size:  □ 8pt  □ 10pt  □ 12pt  □ 20pt  □ 24pt  □ Specify: __________________________

Layout (sketch): For expedience, we recommend sending files to: engraving@steveneng.com. Text – (e.g., XLS, DOC) or Graphics – (e.g., DXF, DWG)

Special Instructions: __________________________

Street City State Zip